Colby College Electronic Mail Policy and Procedures
Principles, Policies, User Responsibilities, and Information Technology Services (ITS) Operational Procedures

(1) Electronic mail is an important medium for communication, both on the Colby campus and with those elsewhere on the world-wide network.
E-mail is the primary means for official College communication; it is used by administrative offices, course instructors, elected governance representatives and others. It is the responsibility of each person to regularly check for e-mail notices, typically at least once a day. Use of this medium by students, faculty, and staff is encouraged for scholarly, work-related, and personal communication within the constraints of ethical standards and other policies, procedures, and job responsibilities that are in place at Colby.

(2) Electronic mail is private and owned by the sender and each recipient account holder.
The use of each account is the personal responsibility of the account holder. The contents of electronic mail will not be monitored, censored, or otherwise examined except with specific authorization and direction by the appropriate Dean or Vice President or as part of the required system administration as described below.

(3) Court order or law enforcement investigation may require the examination and release of any document, including electronic files such as e-mail.
When a person affiliated in any way with the College is involved, ITS will act only under the specific instructions of a member of the Senior Staff to ensure that individual rights, including rights to privacy and due process, are maintained.

(4) Colby staff members may, under certain conditions, have e-mail files accessed by others when it is related to departmental functions.
A special condition exists for a staff employee who receives mail associated with his/her job responsibilities and where, in their absence, the supervisor or others in the department need to have access to the mail. ITS must continue to maintain the privacy of mail but, on authorization from the department head, may locate and copy specific messages; no person outside ITS may review the entire contents of an account's system mailbox without authorization of an appropriate Dean or Vice President.

(5) Mail moved by the account holder outside the mail systems becomes personal files covered by other policies and procedures.
Note that mail downloaded to files on a personal computer or saved to files on a server is covered by other policies and procedures. Those files on a personal computer are outside the e-mail system management of ITS. Maintenance of e-mail privacy is controlled, at least to a great extent, by permitted access to the personal computer, which is the responsibility of the individual.

(6) ITS administers the campus electronic mail system in a manner consistent with the system's importance for campus communication and the need for privacy of e-mail messages.
In the process of administering the electronic mail system, certain members of the ITS staff may have access to the contents of certain e-mail messages. The ITS staff members will exercise their ability to access the contents of e-mail under the strict limitations of the system administration requirements (a "need to know" basis). Furthermore, information about the contents of e-mail obtained by members of the staff as they administer the e-mail system must not be communicated to other members of the ITS staff unless required to administer and support the system, and may not be communicated to anyone outside ITS without the approval of the appropriate Dean or Vice President (with the exception noted in (4) above).

(7) The electronic mail system operates in a best effort manner to deliver messages as specified by the sender, protecting the privacy of the contents.
Although highly reliable and secure, delivery to on-campus e-mail addresses is not guaranteed, there can be no assurance that the person holding the recipient account actually examines a particular message, nor can confidentiality be absolutely guaranteed. In all these respects, electronic mail is no different from campus mail. ITS can provide advice on how to use additional procedures and software with the system when higher levels of security and confirmed delivery are required.
(8) **There are no assurances about the handling of e-mail received from or sent to addresses outside Colby.**

Organizations managing e-mail systems elsewhere on the network may or may not have similar policies to those described here. Many are known to consider e-mail the property of the organization, subject to examination. Be aware of this possibility when you correspond with those elsewhere on the network. While ITS may be able to provide some advice, Colby has no direct influence on the handling of e-mail anywhere outside the local network.

(9) **The administrators of Colby's e-mail facility may, within certain limits, block mail (including external, unsolicited, bulk e-mail --"spam").**

The annoying, potentially resource intensive, and sometimes offensive nature of unsolicited bulk e-mail being sent by commercial or quasi-commercial organizations may require Colby's e-mail administrators to block receipt of mail from some locations on the Internet. This blocking action is permitted if justified and where such blocking minimizes the likelihood that legitimate e-mail to Colby account holders will be blocked as well. E-mail administrators are not permitted to use the content of the message or of the subject line in the mail heading to block or divert delivery of any message, except to block e-mail containing computer viruses or similar destructive content.

(10) **The account holder must maintain password security.**

Electronic mail addressed to an account is delivered to a mailbox file that can be accessed through a variety of computer programs under account password control. The account holder is responsible for maintaining strict confidentiality of that password, as described in The Code of Ethics for Information Technology at Colby College (http://www.colby.edu/its/policies-and-procedures/).

(11) **The account holder is expected to manage all mail delivered to that account.**

It is the responsibility of the account holder to manage her/his e-mail by suitably disposing of mail in the account's mailbox (deleting messages, transferring messages to a personal computer's storage, or saving messages to a server). Managing e-mail also requires account holders to suitably control the automatic delivery of messages from such services as mailing lists.

(12) **Extraordinary action may be required under specific constraints.**

Certain circumstances may require ITS to take extraordinary action in administering the e-mail system. This might be caused by such things as system malfunction or malicious actions by an individual. ITS must take steps to

(a) protect the privacy of mail,

(b) protect the functionality of the electronic mail system,

(c) protect account holders from disruption of their use of the electronic mail system.

Extraordinary action taken by ITS to limit an individual's access to the system or to inspect and/or alter the contents of a mailbox is subject to review by the appropriate Dean or Vice President.

(13) **This policy should be reviewed annually or more often as needed.**
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